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REMOVAL OF FINE PARTICULATE MATTER FROM EXHAUST GASES BY METALLIC 
MICROSIEVES 
 
E. Stahl, J. Robert and G. Deerberg (pages 36-40) 
 
Metallic microsieves are promising filter media for removing fine particulate matter from gases.  
Therefore, a study has been carried out to show their filtration performance (pressure drop and 
filtration efficiency) with respect to different boundary conditions (volume flow, temperature).  
Experiments showed high particle retention rates after a short time, depending on the hole 
diameter.  By applying microsieves with an average pore diameter of 8 µm, a retention rate of 
more than 99% could be obtained after 90-160 s.  The practical application of microsieves as a 
filter in the exhaust gas of wood fired furnaces is shown to give good results.  
 
DESIGN OF A NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE DRUM FILTER FOR THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 
 
T. Langeloh and R. Bott (pages 40-45) 
  
Drum filters represent the most important and most applied rotary filter technology that is used in a 
wide range of industrial applications with very different products.  For filtration tasks in the chemical 
industry BOKELA has developed a new drum filter generation which satisfies the needs and 
requirements of these applications, e.g. the filtration of crystal suspensions.  These modern high 
performance drum filters are characterised by high specific solids throughput, intensive cake wash, 
sharp filtrate separation, low moisture contents, complete cake discharge, reliable operation and 
ease of maintenance.  The fundamental aspect is a well calculated and well designed hydraulic 
system.  
 
DETERMINATION OF THE PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF PERMEABILITY 
CHARACTERISTICS FROM A SINGLE CONSTANT PRESSURE FILTRATION TEST 
  
E. Iritani and N. Katagiri (pages 46-50) 
  
A single constant pressure filtration test procedure has been developed for easily determining the 
pressure dependence of permeability (or average specific cake resistance).  The method makes 
use of the variation of the effective pressure drop across the filter cake with time generated by 
using a filter medium with high resistance.  The validity of the method was confirmed by constant 
pressure filtration of bentonite slurry using an ultrafiltration membrane with a nominal molecular 
weight cut-off of 1000 Da.  It was also revealed that the threshold value of pressure below which 
the average specific cake resistance remains constant can be readily obtained from the method. 
 
MITIGATING AND MODELLING MEMBRANE FOULING BY BIOACTIVE MIXTURES 
  
Z.S. Saleh, J.M. Farr and S.A. Friedrich (pages 50-57) 
 
In this study, the fouling that occurred during batch nanofiltration processing to separate phenolic 
phytochemical compounds from clear apple juice concentrate was characterized and modelled 
using various operating parameters.  Polysulphone SelRO® spiral wound membranes with a 
molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of 1 kDa and 0.25 kDa were used on a pilot laboratory scale rig.  
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The retention of various compounds including total and individual phenolics, total soluble solids, 
proteins and certain types of sugars were determined analytically.  The effects of temperature, pH, 
trans-membrane pressure and feed concentration on permeate flux, fouling and membrane 
performance were determined. 
 
Different types of fouling mechanisms, including reversible and irreversible concentration 
polarization, cake formation, pore blocking or a combination of the aforementioned, were 
investigated.  The trends in fouling rates were compared with predictions from available fouling 
models, and the fouling mechanism was considered.  It was found that cake formation was the 
dominant reversible fouling mechanism in the 1 kDa membrane and that pore blocking was the 
dominant type of fouling occurring in the 0.25 kDa membrane.  Reversible cake formation was 
greater at higher feed concentrations and temperatures and lower at low pH values and pressures.  
Furthermore, performing diafiltration increased the permeate flux remarkably by reducing the 
concentration polarization effect. 
 
POLYMER EXTRUSION FILTER DESIGN WITH A HYBRID PSO-GA OPTIMIZATION 
APPROACH 
 
K.R. Fowler, E.W. Jenkins and B.M. McClune (pages 58-64) 
 
We discuss an optimization study of two layer extrusion filter designs using a three-dimensional 
computational simulator and derivative free hybrid optimization methods.  The simulator models 
flow of a non-Newtonian fluid through a multi-layered filter with debris deposition.  Previous studies 
used a derivative free sampling algorithm to maximize different performance measures of one- and 
two- layer filters, relative to changes in porosity and pore diameter in each layer.  A challenge in 
those studies, and the motivation for this work, is that the single search optimization algorithm used 
would converge to a sub-optimal filter design for certain starting points.   
 
In this work, we apply a new hybrid optimization algorithm that combines two heuristic search 
methods: a genetic algorithm (GA) and a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm.  Both are 
known to exhaustively search the design space and are less likely to stagnate at a local minimum.  
They do, however, require a significant number of calls to the simulator.  This is computationally 
expensive, as each call may require over an hour of computation time.  The efficiency is improved 
by incorporating surrogate functions (i.e. a cheaper approximation to the real objective function) 
into the search phase.  This paper presents numerical results for a two layer extrusion filter design 
and discusses extensions to more complicated filter designs. 
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STUDY OF DEPOSITION AND SEPARATION OF SUBMICRON PARTICLES IN NANOFIBRE 
COMPOSITE FILTERS 
 
T. Bahners and E. Schollmeyer (pages 93-99) 
 
A growing interest in the integration of nanofibres in media for surface as well as deep bed filtration 
can be observed.  The present paper summarizes a study of the morphology of deposition and 
mechanisms of separation in multi-layer deep bed filters, predominantly with regard to submicron 
particles in liquid filtration.  The considered composite filters were prepared as stacks of alternating 
layers of commercial nonwoven and electrospun nanofibre webs with variation in the thickness of 
the nanofibre layers.  Analogous stacks made-up of only commercial nonwoven served for 
comparison.  While the results indicate geometric separation purely due to pore size, as well as 
some contribution of impact driven separation, for micron sized particles, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and combined X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) show deposition morphologies 
of submicron particles that are exclusively due to particle diffusion, i.e. statistical variation of the 
ideal trajectories.  Particle separation/deposition mainly occurred in the nanofibre layers. 
 
FILTER MEDIA PORE SIZE COMPARISON BETWEEN POROMETRY AND CHALLENGE 
TESTING USING SPHERICAL STANDARDS 
 
G. Rideal and J. Storey (pages 99-104) 
 
The accuracy of pore size measurement by porometry has been found to be dependent on the 
instrument and operator.  Similarly, challenge testing using ISO test dusts is dependent on both the 
precision of the particle analysis of the irregular shaped particles and the laboratory protocols.  To 
overcome the ambiguity of shape, a much simpler challenge method has been developed using 
NIST certified, narrow particle size distribution glass beads.  This new high speed method 
determines the filter efficiency (cut-point) using a novel dry sonic device for pore sizes above 20 
µm and a wet suspension method for pore sizes below 20 µm.  This paper compares porometry 
values obtained for a number of porometers after cross validation with the new microsphere 
challenge test method.  A new multimodal standard has also been developed to measure the pore 
size distributions in submicron filters. 
 
PRODUCTION OF CONCENTRATED YOGURT USING SUPERABSORBENTS AND A 
PERMEABLE MEMBRANE 
 
A. Maskooki, A. Ahmadpour and M. Rezaee (pages 105-114) 
 
Superabsorbent polymers (SAP) are materials that absorb and retain water and aqueous solutions 
up to several hundred times their own weights within their structure, even under pressure.  
Reducing the time of dewatering by permeable membrane and superabsorbent polymers for the 
production of traditional concentrated yogurt was investigated.  Yogurt samples were dewatered 
using vertical and wide bed permeable membranes with and without SAP.  The effects of SAP and 
position of the bed on the amount of dry matter and soluble solid during reduction of moisture 
content were evaluated at different time intervals and continued for 180 mins. 
 
The results showed that using polymeric superabsorbent combined with a wide bed reduced the 
dewatering time by one third with respect to conventional methods.  At a specific time interval, 
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using superabsorbent with a wide bed increased the dewatering efficiency by approximately 68% 
compared to the conventional method, while dewatering using a wide bed without SAP increased 
dewatering efficiency only by 10% compared to the usual vertical bed method.  The dewatering 
process did not affect the soluble solid content of the tested yogurt.  The results may be practically 
applicable to the industrial dewatering processes of many other foods. 
 
FILTRATION OF NANOPARTICLES: PRESENTATION OF FANA TEST BENCH 
 
N. Michielsen, T. Lelandais, C. Brochot and S. Bondiguel (pages 114-117) 
 
A test bench for the analysis of air filter penetration has been developed at IRSN.  The paper 
introduces this nano-aerosol filtration test bench (FANA) and the methodology used to measure 
filter penetration as accurately as possible for nanoparticles.  Two configurations are compared by 
measuring the penetration through a metallic grid.  The results obtained are identical. In addition, 
penetration results using two filtration velocities and a particle size range of 2.5 to 400 nm are 
presented for different types of filtration media (F6, F9, HEPA). 
 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF PROCESS VARIABLES ON THE 
PERFORMANCE OF A HORIZONTAL BELT FILTER 
 
M. Huhtanen, A. Häkkinen, B. Ekberg and J. Kallas (pages 118-123) 
 
This paper introduces an experimental study that was carried out to determine the influence of 
several different process variables on the performance of a horizontal vacuum belt filter.  
Laboratory scale tests were performed according to the multilevel full factorial design by using a 
conventional Buchner test unit.  The investigated process variables were the volumetric feed rate 
of the slurry, dewatering time, amount of wash liquid used and solids concentration of the feed 
suspension.  The parameters that were used for describing the performance of the process were 
the cake moisture content, production capacity of the filter and the purity of the washed filter cake.  
The results obtained from these tests were used to create different kinds of regression models for 
all of the studied responses.   
 
Several different kinds of test designs were also extracted from the initial full factorial design for 
defining the minimum number of tests required to obtain satisfactory results for the investigated 
application.  Comparison of different models showed that the amount of test work could be 
efficiently reduced by utilizing the statistical design of experiments and empirical modelling tools. 
 
EVALUATION OF CONSOLIDATION-SEDIMENTATION PROPERTIES FOR THE BATCH 
GRAVITY SEDIMENTATION OF CONCENTRATED SUSPENSIONS 
 
N. Katagiri, T. Hashimoto and E. Iritani (pages 123-128) 
 
Consolidation-sedimentation behaviour of consolidated sediments under the action of gravity was 
investigated using highly concentrated suspensions of titanium dioxide particles under conditions 
of various pH, initial height and initial concentration.  The average consolidation ratio of the 
consolidated sediment was analysed on the basis of the simplified analytical solution obtained 
using the modified Terzaghi model with the moving Lagrangian coordinate system.  The modified 
average consolidation coefficient increased in almost direct proportion to the total volume of solids 
per unit cross-sectional area, which changes the driving force of consolidation-sedimentation due 
to the overlying weight of the solid particles.  The variations with time of the height of the 
consolidated sediment were adequately modelled using the analytical solution describing the 
average consolidation ratio with the aid of the relation that the equilibrium height was represented 
by a power function of the total volume of solids for a specified pH. 
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A REVIEW OF EQUIPMENT SELECTION AND PROCESS DESIGN IN SOLID/LIQUID 
SEPARATION 
 
E.S. Tarleton (pages 151-161) 
 
This paper presents a survey of the methods of equipment selection and process design for 
solid/liquid separation.  It is shown how a combination of automated analysis, laboratory scale test 
work and computer aided calculations provide the most reliable results.  Current best practice is 
highlighted, both in terms of the computer software available (e.g. Filter Design Software) and the 
advantages offered by automated filter apparati for data generation.  Worked examples and 
example data are presented to show the capability of the overall process. 
 
CLOGGING OF INDUSTRIAL PLEATED HIGH EFFICIENCY PARTICULATE AIR (HEPA) 
FILTERS IN THE EVENT OF FIRE IN A CONFINED AND VENTILATED FACILITY 
 
V. Mocho and F.-X. Ouf (pages 162-167) 

 
The IRSN and AREVA NC are currently conducting a fire research programme to improve 
knowledge of the clogging of industrial pleated high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters in order 
to develop an empirical model for clogging of such filters by combustion aerosols.  The model must 
insofar as possible be independent of the nature of the fuel.  This paper discusses the influence of 
various ‘direct’ factors such as the filtration velocity, mass of deposited aerosols per filter area, 
diameter and morphology of the combustion particles, condensate content of the aerosols, and 
‘indirect’ factors such as the air flow feeding the fire and its oxygen content, which influence 
evolution in the aeraulics of a clogged filter. 
 
OUTGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF HEATED PTFE MEMBRANE FILTERS WITH A 
THERMOPLASTIC SUPPORT 
 
J. Swanson and D. Pui (pages 168-172) 
 
Airborne molecular and particle contamination in clean rooms reduces product quality and yield.  In 
this study we investigated the outgassing characteristics of heated, expanded 
polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) membrane filters that were supported by a thermoplastic layer 
because these filters represent a potential source of contamination.  Two filter types were 
evaluated: ePTFE membrane filters supported by PTFE and ePTFE membrane filters supported by 
a polyester laminate.  Filters were heated in a cyclic fashion by varying the temperature of the 
particle free nitrogen challenge gas.  During heating, the concentration and size distributions of 
particles downstream of the filter were measured.   
 
The results show that at a temperature of 200°C, high concentrations (>107 particles/cm3) of ~20 
nm particles formed downstream of the polyester filter due to the nucleation of organic vapours that 
outgassed during heating.  Additional experiments showed that after the outgassing ceased and 
the filter was cooled, subsequent heating would generate more particles.  Filters with PTFE 
support that were cyclically heated in a similar fashion generated no particles at 200°C and very 
few particles at 260°C suggesting they are more suitable for use in a manufacturing clean room 
when elevated temperatures are present. 
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CHALLENGE TESTING FILTERS USING CERTIFIED MICROSPHERES 
 
G. Rideal and J. Storey (pages 172-177) 
 
Challenge testing is a long established method of testing the performance of filters by measuring 
their ability to trap particles of known size.  Traditionally, sands and test dusts have been used but 
more recently a range of narrow particle size distribution spherical particles have been developed, 
which can give higher precision and more repeatable results.  The pore sizes that can be tested 
are only limited by the sizes of the challenge particles available so filters from millimetres down to 
nanometres can be measured.  Being spherical, there is not an orientation element to the filtration 
as in the case of irregular dust particles but the biggest problem, particularly in the sub-micron 
range, is finding a sizing technique that gives sufficient resolution to detect small changes in size 
as a result of passing through the filter.  Furthermore, spherical particles should give results 
independent of the method of analysis.   
 
This brief illustrated review summarises the challenge test methods using the new Whitehouse 
Scientific spherical particles.  In addition to the traditional single parameter result, the cut point of 
the filter, the latest evolution of the method is also shown to provide information on the pore size 
distribution in a filter. 
 
TRANSITION BEHAVIOUR OF FILTER LOADING CHARACTERISTICS FOR 
SUPERMICROMETRE OIL COATED PARTICLES 
 
T.-C. Hsiao and D.-R. Chen (pages 177-187) 
 
Liquid coated particles are often encountered in ambient and industrial working places.  The 
loading behaviour (i.e. the characteristics of filter pressure drop vs. loaded particle mass per unit 
area) of filters for liquid coated particles is expected to be different from those for the cases loading 
solid only or liquid only particles.  In this study, a system capable of generating oil coated particles 
in stable concentrations was first developed for filter loading testing.  A series of filter loading 
experiments were then performed to investigate the transitional behaviour of filter loading for oil 
coated particles.  It is observed that the general oil coated particle loading behaviour of filters 
transits from that of solid only particles to that of oil only ones as the liquid volume percentage in 
test particles increases. 
 
Our study shows the transitional loading behaviour highly depends on the overall particle size, and 
property of filter media and coating liquids.  We concluded that the loading behaviour is dominated 
by the effect of liquid surface tension when the liquid volume percentage in coated particles is less 
than 50%.  Under the above oil coated particle conditions, the filter loading curves for particles with 
various liquid percentages can be merged into one via the solid core particle surface area.  When 
the oil volume percentage in coated particles is more than 50%, the effect of liquid viscosity 
becomes dominant and the loading curves of various liquids follows the order of the oil viscosity.  
 
‘BUBBLE BOBBLE’ IN THE LAUTER TUN – A NEW WAY FOR MASH SEPARATION IN THE 
BREWHOUSE 
 
J. Tippmann, H. Scheuren, J. Voigt and K. Sommer (pages 188-192) 
 
Beer production starts in the brewhouse where milled malt is mixed with water.  Relevant 
ingredients of the malt are converted and dissolved into the wort.  The solids have to be separated 
from the remaining liquid which is a step done in the lauter tun and still a very time consuming 
process.  The developed system is the result of two principles, evaporation of unwanted flavouring 
substances and the prevention of the blocking of the filter cake.  The approach described in this 
paper was the integration of a bubble generator in the lauter tun which blows nitrogen bubbles 
(inert gas, not oxidising) through the mash and the filter cake. 
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DIXON RINGS – A REVOLUTIONARY RANDOM COLUMN PACKING 
 
R. Alford, M. Burns and N. Burns (pages 218-223) 
 
Dixon rings were developed in 1946 by Dr Olaf George Dixon while working for ICI and are 
currently used where high performance is essential.  There are a number of published papers on 
the characterisation of Dixon rings as used in distillation applications; however, there is little 
published work on the counter-current (scrubbing) performance of Dixon rings.  Croft Engineering 
Services have developed a revolutionary manufacturing method for Dixon rings that can be used in 
both counter-current absorption (scrubbing columns) including scrubbing of CO2 from air, as well 
as hard distillation separations such as tritium from water.  This cylindrical mesh item of small size 
in comparison to the market leaders (Pall rings, Intalox saddles) offers superior performance in a 
range of applications.  The current paper contains a detailed analysis of Dixon rings in a random 
column packing operating within counter-current absorption applications.  
 
WET PARTICLE CLASSIFICATION BELOW 1 µm – CHALLENGE FOR BASIC RESEARCH 
AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 
 
H. Anlauf (pages 223-229) 
 
The conventional processes of wet and dry classification in the particle range of more than 1 µm 
are sieving and the different variants of stream classification.  Approaching particle sizes of 1 µm 
and below the conventional methods reach their present physical and technical limits.  The 
economic relevance of particle systems below 1 µm, and especially between 1 µm and 0.1 µm, is 
constantly growing and thus a high demand for improved and new classification processes exists.  
The grade efficiency, selectivity and cost effectiveness of the methods used for such applications 
are unsatisfactory or don’t exist.  In this paper the physical background of classification processes 
and the problems of fine particle classification are described and discussed.  The different physical 
principles and phenomena are analysed with regard to their potential for technical classification 
systems in the sub-micron range.  Examples are given for promising techniques together with 
ideas for new approaches. 
 
EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC WAVES ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A MULTI-CYCLONE – FILTER 
SYSTEM  
 
L. Moldavsky, C. Gutfinger and M. Fichman (pages 229-232) 
 
Many air filtration systems include cyclones for pre-cleaning.  The performance of the system 
changes with time because of filter clogging.  The cyclones reduce the concentration of aerosol 
particles, but their sizes are reduced as well, which leads to deeper particle penetration into the 
filter.  Acoustic waves enhance filtration efficiency and cause sedimentation of the very small 
particles on the filter surface.  They also cause the filter layer to be more porous, which leads to a 
reduction in pressure drop across the filter.  In the present study a cyclone-filter system, similar to 
that in heavy vehicles, was used to assess the effect of acoustic waves on the pressure drop 
across the filter.  It was shown that a low frequency acoustic field reduces the pressure drop 
across the filter and increases the flow rate through the system, which leads to a reduction of the 
time between filter replacements or regeneration, ensuring improved performance.  
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A POROMETER ROUND ROBIN PROGRAM USING FILTER MEDIA OVER A RANGE OF 
PORE SIZES 
 
U. Beuscher, J. Brake, M. Doby and E. Mayer (pages 233-242) 
 
A round robin program was undertaken to evaluate the techniques and methods used during the 
operation of various porometers.  Two companies participated in the round robin testing of a total 
of ten Porous Materials Inc. (PMI) porometers at various locations throughout the world.  A variety 
of filtration media with a wide pore size range were run on the porometer units for comparison.  As 
fragility of some conventional filter media continues to increase primarily due to decreasing fibre 
diameter and media thickness, porometer testing can sometimes be quite tedious for certain 
samples.  At high compressive load during porometry, damage can occur to the samples producing 
misleading results.  Measures to safely handle samples and operate porometers when working 
with fragile media were addressed.   
 
The aforementioned samples were processed on each porometer using identical wetting liquid, 
support plates and parameter files throughout the program.  The experimental data are discussed 
with possible explanations for the deviations presented.  The results indicate that the industry 
should focus on standardising equipment design and developing a procedure for testing to ensure 
an accurate comparison among porometers. 
 
EXPLORING THE INFLUENCE OF FEED MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON FULL CYCLE 
OPTIMISATION OF FILL, SQUEEZE AND BLOW PLATE AND FRAME PRESSURE FILTERS 
 
R.G. de Kretser and P.J. Scales (pages 243-248) 
 
Investigation of the response of plate and frame filter performance to changes in design and 
operating variables is complicated by the large matrix of potential variables and the inter-
dependent kinetics of the fill, press and air blow stages.  However, through some key simplifying 
constraints an integrated optimisation framework has been recently developed.  Initial 
demonstration of the utility of the framework for minerals filtration was completed on an 
incompressible iron ore fines material which illustrated a strong dependency of the optimum filling 
duration on filter specifications such as the ratio of pressing to filling pressure and cavity thickness 
employed. 
 
The current paper extends this work by exploring how these trends change with varying material 
properties, specifically treating the cases where the compressibility and permeability are varied.  
Comparison of optimisation examples for a lower permeability lead-zinc tailings material and the 
higher permeability iron ore fines revealed a common feature of an optimum fill duration, generally 
at early times, beyond which throughput deteriorated.  A significant difference was observed in the 
optimum split of cycle stage durations due to the strong effect of desaturation kinetics on the finer 
tailings dewatering.  However, a generic trend was implied whereby an optimum cavity thickness 
existed, but that this was for a cavity thickness whose optimum fill duration was zero, i.e. the press 
stage was initiated as soon as the filter cavities were filled. 
 
THE EFFECT OF FACE VELOCITY, PLEAT DENSITY AND PLEAT ORIENTATION ON THE 
MOST PENETRATING PARTICLE SIZE, PRESSURE DROP AND FRACTIONAL EFFICIENCY 
OF HEPA FILTERS 
 
I. Al-Attar, R.J. Wakeman, E.S. Tarleton and A. Husain (pages 248-256) 
 
The increasing need for clean air in critical industrial applications has highlighted the importance of 
the role of air filters in providing improved air quality.  Actual performance of air filters installed in 
air handling units and in the intake of gas turbines tends to deviate from the performance predicted 
by laboratory results.  Therefore, accurate filter performance prediction is important to estimate 
filter lifetime, and to reduce energy and maintenance operating costs.  To ensure that the desired 
efficiency of a HEPA filter is attained, the effects of face velocity, pleat density and pleat orientation 
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on the Most Penetrating Particle Size (MPPS) of pleated HEPA filters must be examined.  This 
paper compares the effects of varying these parameters on the MPPS.  The paper also presents 
the initial pressure drop response and fractional efficiency curves using DEHS testing according to 
DIN 1822 for vertical and horizontal pleat orientations.  It analyses the underlying reasons causing 
surface area losses for different flow rates, pleat density and orientation as well as the effects on 
filter permeability.  The tests conducted in this study used full scale HEPA pleated V-shaped filters 
from Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) and gas turbine applications. 


